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Abstract

Medical educators are facing the new challenge of using medical simulation for teaching purposes. The use of simulators seems attractive for trainers and for trainees, but prices of simulators may be prohibitive. In an era of limited resources it is mandatory when using such an expensive tool as simulation, to prove its benefits. Despite the fact that simulation provides opportunity for training, additional advantages are far from being established. The supposed benefits of using medical simulators in teaching and examination needs to be proven regarding two aspects: effectiveness and efficiency.
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Effectiveness and efficiency are two terms frequently misused to replace one another. The two terms are different: while effectiveness is defined as producing a result that is wanted, having an intended effect [5], efficiency is the ability to do something or produce something without wasting materials, time, or energy [6].

The authors of this paper consider that a clear distinction between effectiveness and efficiency needs to be made. Studies regarding teaching activities are required to respond to questions about both effectiveness and efficiency, to answer the need for quality training and the proper use of limited resources.

Method

The authors of this review searched EMBASE and PUBMED databases using the terms: medical skill laboratory, efficiency, effectiveness, medical training, and medical simulation. Relevant papers published between 1999 and 2015 were selected and reviewed.

Results and Discussions

Studies regarding medical teaching are conducted and published by an increasing number of researchers. Because simulation is a new acquisition in the medical trainers’ arsenal, there is a need to locate the proper place for this new tool. Also it has the burden of being an expensive tool, so to justify its use, we need to prove...
that it really works. From the point of view of this paper we distinguished two different questions that require to be answered. The first is the proof that using simulation provides wanted results. The second regards the price of using simulation. The price needs to be analysed in the wider sense, including not only the costs, but also time, manpower, instructors training and all other resources used for making a simulation facility work. The price must prove its worth and that it can be optimised by proper measures. Unfortunately few papers are structured from this point of view, and a systematisation seems impossible. It is obvious that there is an interest in studying both aspects and we quote as an example this phrase from the conclusions of a recent study: “Laboratory training can effectively improve residents’ ability to perform anastomoses, which may result in increased efficiency of teaching in the operating room” [7]. The authors demonstrate that using simulation increased the confidence level of twelve from fourteen residents included in the study group. Also the necessary time to do a surgical procedure was decreased by a few minutes with simulation use. The authors conclude that increased effectiveness may increase efficiency, but they use the terms without making a difference between them.

The main advantage of using simulation is that it offers opportunity to practice the skill in an environment where no harm can be done to a patient [8, 9]. Today, the general perception is that skill acquisition is better by using simulation as training tool when compared with standard training [10]. In spite of this, a recent study centred on the acquisition of an examination skill – colonoscopy, proves that the use of simulation alone for training is inferior to classic, patient centred training [11]. Virtual reality did not improved surgical skills of novices when they were trained to perform laparoscopic appendectomy to pigs [12]. Three years later, different authors concluded that using virtual reality improved surgical skills in different laparoscopic manoeuvres [13]. These two studies used different virtual reality simulators and no study comparing the two models was found in literature. Also, different approaches were used for training. Reviewing these papers we are forced to admit that we are far from drawing definitive conclusions regarding simulation effectiveness in new skills acquisition. We can predict, based on these study designs and their conclusions, that if the simulation is found useful then the number of repetitions needed for maximum skill should be standardised for every procedure. We can go even further by admitting that students are different and maybe we should settle different approaches of training for different student’s personalities.

While it seems obvious that one exposure alone to simulation is beneficial in training of nontechnical skills, is not clear if an increased number of repetitions may bring supplementary benefits [14]. Is not clear if we can setup universal teaching “receipts” as long as every trainee is a unique entity with a unique training path, with different backgrounds and personalities. We need to admit that studies trying to establish a “one size fits all” way of teaching may be doomed to failure.

When compared with problem based learning, simulation was found to be superior when an evaluation was made on simulated patients [15]. It is not yet clear if this better performance in a simulated environment means also a better performance in clinical practice. We may expect that science will prove that simulation may be used alongside clinical practice in a certain context, for best results [9].

Trainee satisfaction when trained with simulation was used as an undisputed argument for simulation use in training of both technical and nontechnical skills [4]. The stage fright of performing a manoeuvre on a human subject for the first time is considerably reduced by prior simulation use. A research team shows increased confidence from 23.4 to 70.3 on a scale from 0 to 100, to nephrologist trained to do kidney puncture on a simulator [16]. The same team shows reduction in post puncture bleeding in the simulation training group with major implications for patient’s safety. While studying errors committed by anaesthesia nurses, another team demonstrated that nurses trained without simulation use were making more frequent and dangerous errors [17].

Skill retention over time is another subject frequently approached in papers about simulation use in medical training. The authors of this review have the strong belief that a new acquired skill will improve or degrade no matter the way the first acquisition was made. It seems that the frequency of use of this new acquired skill in current practice has a major impact: “use it or lose it” they say when you are trained to do a new manoeuvre. When we are talking about basic skills of every medical speciality it is easy to accept this. Training anaesthesia residents to perform tracheal intubation in skills lab is one example. After the first basic training they will perform this skill daily until the skill becomes automatic. The real problem that awaits an answer is regarding the skills that we may not perform for years, but when needed, the way they are performed have a major impact on patient safety – such as emergency cricothyroidotomy. Science will need to answer questions regarding the length of skill retention, the required frequency of training repetition and the extent of further training. A good research question may be if it is efficient to train the entire practitioner group to develop this kind of skill or more efficient solutions may be found such as telemedicine.

Waiting for these answers we are forced to admit the
obvious: only simulation may offer training in these rare situations. Even without proved efficiency simulation is the only real alternative for training we have. The feedback from trainees is encouraging and a recent paper evaluating a training program for board recertification, the Maintenance of Certification in Anaesthesiology (MOCA) exam, shows that students attending these courses were very pleased with the airway module that focused on tracheostomy catastrophes, which they thought was relevant and helpful [18].

A recent study shows a better skill retention at three and six months when compared with a training method using simulation with a classical “see one, do one, teach one” approach [2]. We have to admit when reading that paper that the educational program including simulation is the one which may be considered superior and that it is wrong to conclude that “simulation is better” than the classical approach. We think that the reader should see the simulation used in this research as a simple teaching tool and not the only variable that makes the difference in the equation.

Transferability is probably the most important feature of simulation that needs to be proven. Transfer from simulation to reality when we talk about training and from reality to simulation when we talk about examination are both worth studying. Regarding bronchoscopy training, using a simulation to acquire this complex skill for novices improved outcomes for total procedure time, the bronchoscopy quality score, qualitative assessment by a blinded bronchoscopy nurse and amount of meperidine used [19]. The same study shows that experts may be differentiated from novices when a simulation is used to evaluate the trainee. Yet it was not proved how refined the level of differentiation was between the two trainees, so we cannot set up more levels of competencies. Even if multiple repetitions did not improve the skills; the aptitude of surgeons to perform a laparoscopic appendectomy was correctly predicted when they were evaluated in virtual reality [12].

Although we practice evidence based medicine, daily medical practice involves different styles and preferences. This part must be left out from the examination process, because the examination needs to define general accepted purposes. At the same time, actions from protocols with evidence based arguments require to be measured and corrected when they are wrongly performed [20].

Because simulation is more and more used as an examination tool for candidates from the same workplace, we consider that the relevance of this approach needs to be proven with solid scientific proof. Using these tools empirically may have ethical and legal implications. We give the example of the American Board of Anesthesiology, who instituted a new MOCA Part IV activity requiring certified physicians to attend and self-reflect on a simulation-based course in an American Society of Anesthesiologists – endorsed program [18]. Even if attending a simulation based course is mandatory, the evaluation process does not contain a simulation exam.

One criticism of using complex simulation scenarios in the examination process is the fact that the one being examined may demonstrate hypervigilance, anticipating that something wrong may happen, which is not always true in clinical practice [21]. Some authors even admit that the simulation may generate the Hawthorne effect, changing the natural reaction of the examined subject [22]. We fail to see why this effect may be accentuated in simulation based examination more than in any other kind of examination.

What is obvious is that simulation is useful for evaluation and is better than other methods when automatic behaviour is evaluated. This makes simulation a good tool to evaluate routine use of generally accepted standards and protocols [22]. Standardised patients had been used and evaluated with encouraging results for mock oral board exams in neurology [23]. For certainty of results is still recommended that simulation should not be used as a unique evaluation tool, but rather associated with classical examination methods.

The efficiency of simulation use in medical teaching has started to attract researchers, but yet with fewer publications.

Probably one of the most important subjects of the efficiency of the medical skill laboratory is the number of students who effectively practice one skill, reported to the time unit. The “simple” skill of peripheral vascular access, a basic skill that students need to be trained in, is one example. If the anaesthesia and intensive care department lecturers of the University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hațieganu” Cluj-Napoca are asked to teach this skill to students from the third year of the university, they can do that to the patients they are treating in Surgery I Clinic and the Intensive Care Department of the Emergency County Hospital Cluj, or in the skill laboratory. For these patients an average of 450 peripheral venous catheters are used every month and a percentage of these are for failed procedures. There is no set program for doing these procedures; they are performed on an “as required” basis. So if we want to offer training to students using real patients, they must spend a whole month in a hospital waiting for the procedure to be available and also to have an instructor available for this at exactly the time required. This, of course, assumes that the patient will agree that the student can do the procedure for the first time on them. When using a
skill laboratory, one group of ten students requires one hour and one instructor to practice the manoeuvre as much as their instructor considers is appropriate, until they fully master the skill. In the studied literature, the authors of this article found no description regarding the training capacities of different teaching units.

Few studies report the costs of simulation use. The general perception is that simulation is expensive and it is possible that this is correct. A cost analysis of competency evaluation shows that for one evaluation alone, the costs may vary between 6000 and 10 000 USD per evaluation, whether the participant practices within the standards of care or in a simulated environment [24]. No one can evaluate how much the lack of training costs. However, we would like to point out that any costs for simulation training may be easily matched by only one lost malpractice accusation generated by the lack of training.

The competency level of the trainer using simulation is another theme with few reports. One single study was found comparing training offered by lay persons and health care providers regarding automated external defibrillator used [25]. The study found no difference between the groups but unfortunately there was no information about the medical or teaching expertise of trainers. Also the authors did not evaluate the knowledge of the trainee before training, so final conclusions cannot be drawn. Other authors evaluate technical skill training by senior students to the youngest students and reported good results. Yet the authors did not compare the results of the training with the results of the same training offered by trainers with superior expertise [26]. We consider that these reported results, even though encouraging, cannot be used as arguments to use lay persons as trainers, but studies regarding these aspects are still worth being conducted. Solid proof regarding this problem may allow training facilities to hire trainers with lower competency levels, who are more available and more affordable.

The time required for the acquisition of skills, the numbers of repetitions, the optimum interval between repetitions are all elements which need solid arguments to attract researchers. One group of researchers proved that a wider interval between training sessions is more efficient than a shorter interval and also demonstrated that this period is more important when trained skills are more complex [27]. This kind of information can assist major changes in the way Universities are creating postgraduate teaching programmes for instance. It is a well-known fact that today the standard is to organise training over more consecutive hours and days.

Simulation is increasingly being used as a valuable teaching tool in medical education programs. All Medical Universities around the world wish for or have already their own Simulation Department in their medical educational programs. Important worldwide organisations such as the American Society of Anesthesiology offer certification for these simulation centres. There is no doubt that using simulation to gain minimum competency level before making the first manoeuvre on a human subject, is beneficial. Maybe society is ready to pay any price to improve patient safety. Studies on the effectiveness of simulation are now being published or ongoing but rarely sustain simulation use in medical education. Questions about efficiency are being raised and in the future we should find out how to obtain the maximum results from our simulation departments.
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Eficacitate versus eficienţă în laboratorul de aptitudini practice

Rezumat

Formatorul din învăţământul medical trebuie să facă faţă unei noi provocări: folosirea simulatoarelor medicale în scopuri educative. Utilizarea simulatoarelor medicale pare atrăgătoare atât pentru student cât şi pentru formator, dar preţurile simulatoarelor pot fi prohibitive. Într-o epocă a resurselor limitate este obiigatoriu ca folosirea unor instrumente atât de scumpe să îşi demonstreze beneficiile. Deşi simularea oferă oportunitatea pentru formare, avantajele suplimentare sunt departe de a fi stabile. Presupusele beneficii ale folosirii simulatoarelor medicale trebuie să fie demonstrate ținând cont de două aspecte: eficacitate şi eficienţă.
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